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-Emma Rutherford, Writer?

EMMA WROTE SOMETHING!

#protectedsheeran

This is probably gonna lose me some friends but you know what, sometimes the truth 
hurts. Now before you jump to any conclusions, this is most definitely NOT an Ed 
Sheeran fan-piece … it literally couldn’t be more the opposite.

I know in these trying times, we should all be protecting each other, it’s the decent 
thing to do. But there’s one person who needs protecting more than anyone else. For 
the sake of all humanity, we have to protect one ginger man or else everything will 
fall apart. That’s right, our favorite uncomfortable red head, Mr. Ed Sheeran. Eddy. E-
Dizzle. Edwardo Sheer-man. Ed Sheeran CANNOT die. I’m not saying this because I 
love Ed Sheeran and can’t bear the thought of life without him. Oh no no no no no no. 
We must protect ed for one reason only: the Ed Sheeran renaissance would be some-
thing I simply could not live through.

You see if Mr. Ed man decides to kick the bucket any time soon, for the foreseeable 
future we will be listening to Ed Sheeran and Ed Sheeran sea shanties only for at least 
a full year. Slayter’s tracklist of yacht rock and Bruce Springsteen will be replaced by 
this guitar-wielding menace until we all graduate.

I like some of the ed man’s songs, sure. A-team? Fine. Lego House? Why not. Some-
times they hit the spot (keyword SOMEtimes). But a full year… at least…of ONLY 
Edward. Just sit with that for a second. Tell me it doesn’t make you want to walk into 
the ocean even a little bit. His songs get stuck in my head when I don’t even listen to 
them so the remembering Ed movement would drive me into the ground. I feel simi-
larly about cold play but I can’t get into that for my own safety.

So, if you see Ed, we must protect him. Rise up Ed, my king, you got this!

is there a soul in there????? Who’s to say??????
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REAL ADS!

-Jack May,  a visionary (vision is scary!) 

FAKE ADS!
watchargo.com

shorts@argomedia.co

At Argo we prioritize representation 
in film, both on the screen and in the 
production process. Young filmmakers 
are no exception, and we’re thrilled 
to put student’s creative work in front 
of our global community – an unmatched 
opportunity for these aspiring creatives! 

On January 4th, 2021 Argo is proud to 
introduce our first-ever student focused 
short film fest, SHORTS! You can learn 
more and submit your short starting 1/4 
at watchargo.com/shorts. We encourage you 
to share this flyer with your community 
- the Argo team is hoping to receive 
a diverse range of submissions over 
the course of this exciting competition.

1. Submit your SHORT

2. Argo curators review 
 your film and select 
 final 30 films

3. The final 30 films are 
 uploaded to the Argo 
 platform, and the 
 public are invited 
 to vote for their 
 favourite films

4. The jury will select 
 winners across 
 5 categories

5. All winners are 
 announced and awarded  
 cash prizes, equipment, 
 & a spot in our SHORTS 
 winner screenings


